Nippon India Nivesh Lakshya Fund

(A long term debt scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is greater than 7 years)

Aim to enjoy long term benefits of investing in pure debt & money market instruments including Government Securities, in a tax-efficient manner**, with no lock-in period!

So go ahead and seize the opportunity TODAY!

**Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

For more information contact your Mutual Fund distributor or visit https://mf.nipponindiaim.com

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
Tomar: mutual consensus; finally, something positive: BKU (Ugrahan)

Cabinet clears Akash missile export, forms panel for faster nod

Budget: The Cabinet Wednesday cleared the export of the Akash surface-to-air missiles to five countries and constituted a committee headed by the Defence Minister to approve export of defence platforms.

The expert committee will also examine the performance of the Akash, which is a different version than the one currently produced and sold in India.

Following the Cabinet's induction to the Vande Bharat Mission, the Defence Ministry approved the export of the Akash missile, which was showcased at the DefExpo-2020 exhibition, to five countries.

According to the official statement, Akash was sent to five countries.

The Cabinet also formed a panel to expedite the export of defence platforms.

The panel will be headed by the Defence Minister and will include representatives from the Defence Ministry, the Defence Research and Development Organisation, and the Department of Defence Production.

Akashbrothers protect country, can't question their integrity: Rajnath

First thaw in the chill: underlining agreement of compromise

HARSHVARDHAN SHARMA

The Akash SAM, radars and air platforms. “To provide faster approvals for export of the Akash, forms panel for faster nod”

Security personnel at the site of the accident, on the outskirts of Srinagar on February 13.

Three killed in JK, police say militants, their families deny

BASHARAT MADRAS DIXPOT

Three youths were killed in Srinagar in the early hours of Wednesday in an “encounter”, while on duty, according to reports that were circulating that they were terrorists planning an attack along the Ujjain-Bharatpur highway.

Three of the four youths were killed in a firefight between the police and suspected terrorists who were planning to attack a police station in Ujjain.

Aml Bhagat

Three were shot in the incident, while the police was trying to control the situation.

Sikh brothers protect country, can’t question their integrity: Rajnath

First thaw in the chill: underlining agreement of compromise

HARSHVARDHAN SHARMA

DEFENCE MINISTER Rajnath Singh Wednesday defended the actions of Sikh brothers and charged his opponents for opposing India’s military achievements.

The Cabinet approval will facilitate the faster production of the Akash missile, which is currently being manufactured in India.

The Akash missile is a surface-to-air missile system that was developed and manufactured in India and is currently being exported to several countries.

The export version of the Akash missile is approved under the Vande Bharat Mission, which aims to fast-track the export of defence platforms.

The export version of the Akash missile is approved under the Vande Bharat Mission, which aims to fast-track the export of defence platforms.

In an interview with news agency ANI, when was asked on a panel for faster nod

Threats: the three suicides driven by instant loan racket

‘Calls threats’: the three suicides driven by instant loan racket

Sunil had received dozens of threats, which he received on his mobile phone and social media, according to the police.

The police have also found that Sunil had received several calls from unknown numbers linked to instant loan racket.
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First thaw in the chill: underlying agreement

Section 143(1) of the act requires employers to improve up to five per cent of their production for works, for acts which contribute to restoration of the farmers’ movement or cause no harm to them. The law had led to the additional production of 1.5 lakh tonnes of food grains, leading to a successful response in the market. Following the announcement of the law, a number of small and medium-sized enterprises had started producing food grains, leading to a successful response in the market.

The government had also announced a package of Rs 1,000 crore for the farmers, which included a compensation scheme for farmers affected by the lockdown. However, the farmers had rejected the package as insufficient and had continued their protest. The farmers had continued their protest for nearly two months, demanding the rollback of the farm laws and the reinstatement of the minimum support price (MSP) system.

The farmers had also called for an all-India bandh on December 8, demanding the rollback of the farm laws. The farmers had blocked roads, railway tracks, and trains across the country, causing widespread disruption. The government had ordered the use of force to disperse the farmers, leading to widespread violence and loss of life.

However, despite the violence, the farmers had continued their protest. In January, the government had announced a package of Rs 1,000 crore for the farmers, which included a compensation scheme for farmers affected by the lockdown. However, the farmers had rejected the package as insufficient and had continued their protest. The farmers had continued their protest for nearly two months, demanding the rollback of the farm laws and the reinstatement of the minimum support price (MSP) system.

The farmers had also called for an all-India bandh on December 8, demanding the rollback of the farm laws. The farmers had blocked roads, railway tracks, and trains across the country, causing widespread disruption. The government had ordered the use of force to disperse the farmers, leading to widespread violence and loss of life.

However, despite the violence, the farmers had continued their protest. In January, the government had announced a package of Rs 1,000 crore for the farmers, which included a compensation scheme for farmers affected by the lockdown. However, the farmers had rejected the package as insufficient and had continued their protest. The farmers had continued their protest for nearly two months, demanding the rollback of the farm laws and the reinstatement of the minimum support price (MSP) system.

The farmers had also called for an all-India bandh on December 8, demanding the rollback of the farm laws. The farmers had blocked roads, railway tracks, and trains across the country, causing widespread disruption. The government had ordered the use of force to disperse the farmers, leading to widespread violence and loss of life.

However, despite the violence, the farmers had continued their protest. In January, the government had announced a package of Rs 1,000 crore for the farmers, which included a compensation scheme for farmers affected by the lockdown. However, the farmers had rejected the package as insufficient and had continued their protest. The farmers had continued their protest for nearly two months, demanding the rollback of the farm laws and the reinstatement of the minimum support price (MSP) system.
Remove Dhankhar as Governor, Tripathi

Say as Governor he transgressed constitutional limits by "openly supporting a political party, political neutrality.

Dhankhar is a member of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and has repeatedly criticized the state government, especially the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), in his public statements.

Dhankhar was appointed as the Governor of West Bengal by the President of India in 2017, succeeding Keshari Nath Tripathi, who was also a member of the BJP. Dhankhar's appointment was widely criticized by opposition leaders in West Bengal, who accused him of being biased and favoring the BJP.

In recent weeks, Dhankhar has come under increased scrutiny for his alleged involvement in political activities, leading to calls for his removal from his position as Governor. Opposition leaders have accused Dhankhar of "openly supporting a political party," a violation of the Governor's role in a constitutional democracy.

The opposition in West Bengal has been pushing for the removal of Dhankhar as Governor, citing concerns over his biased conduct and alleged interference in the functioning of the state government.

In this context, the opposition has called for a "trial by fire" to prove his honesty and integrity, and has demanded that Dhankhar be removed from his position.

The opposition parties have advised Dhankhar to capitulate and resign from his position, as they believe his continued tenure as Governor is detrimental to the functioning of the state government and its constitutional obligations.

If Dhankhar is removed as Governor, it would be a significant development in the political landscape of West Bengal, as it would set a precedent for the removal of a Governor who is suspected of violating constitutional norms.

However, the matter is currently pending before the Supreme Court, which has reserved its judgment on the issue.

The opposition's calls for Dhankhar's removal are likely to intensify in the coming weeks, as the issue gains further traction in the political arena.

In conclusion, the removal of Dhankhar as Governor would be a crucial step in ensuring the impartiality and neutrality of the Governor's role in West Bengal, and would set a strong precedent for the functioning of the state government and its constitutional obligations.
Bengal reports first case of mutant coronavirus strain

No night curfew on New Year’s Eve: Govt

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE KOLKATA, DECEMBER 30

WEST BENGAL Chief Secretary As inputs on Covid-19 in the state, the government of the state has decided to not impose any night curfew on New Year’s Eve. The decision was also taken to encourage people to move from the urban areas to the rural areas, where the spread of the virus is expected to be lower.

A woman molested by two friends in a moving car

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE KOLKATA, DECEMBER 30

A woman was molested by two friends in a moving car in the city, police said.

Patron of ASBIC, US, to inaugurate branch in Kolkata

KOLKATA, DECEMBER 30

American Society for Bio-Medical Informatics (ASBIC), the world’s biggest non-profit organisation, is setting up a branch in the city, US Consul General Jeff Bandyopadhyay said.
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AGRICULTURE & FARMERS
ON THE PATH OF PROGRESS AND PROSPERITY IN MADHYA PRADESH

Rs. 46000 crore distributed to 2.10 crore farmers in various welfare schemes in the last eight months

Steps taken for Advance Farming

- Madhya Pradesh is leading in Agriculture Infrastructure Development Fund. Amnaarbhar Krishi Mission has been set up for development of infrastructure.
- State government is giving Rs. 4000 per year (two installments) additional assistance to eligible farmers getting Rs. 6000 per year under Prime Minister Kisan Samman Nidhi. In total, the farmers in Madhya Pradesh are getting Rs. 10,000 per year.
- State government has given Rs. 3500 crore, while the Union government has disbursed Rs. 3548 crore to the eligible farmers under Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana. Total payment of Rs. 8646 crore has been made.
- 1.29 crore metric tonnes of wheat procured from 16 lakh farmers in 50 days during the lockdown period. Madhya Pradesh became the top state in the country in wheat procurement.
- Over Rs. 27000 crore transferred to the accounts of farmers during procurement work in the state.
- The zero rate of interest loan scheme executed in 2018-20 and a decision is taken to extend it for 2020-21.
- Historic amendments in Mandi Act. Mandi tax reduced from 1.5% to 0.5%.
- Rs.100 crore fund allotted for horticulture crop insurance.

Under MNREGA, water conservation, watershed management, irrigation, forestry, land improvement and development, livelihood activities like shed construction, animal husbandry and fishery work started at large scale. Over, Rs. 2748 crore disbursed for more than 10.26 lakh work projects.
- Approval granted to 7 irrigation projects worth Rs.8000 crore in past 8 months.
- In 15 years irrigation budget increased from Rs. 1335 crores to Rs. 10926 crores.
- In 2002-03 total irrigated land was only 7 lakh 50 thousand hectare in the state which has been increased to 40 lakh hectare in 15 years.
- OneDistrict, One Product Scheme launched in the state. Export-based cluster created for international market in Madhya Pradesh to empower the farmers.
- To make agriculture more comprehensive and profitable, new techniques like bio technology, remote sensing, GIS, Data Analysis, Artificial Intelligence and Robotic are to be used in the state agriculture information technology and best mobile applications being used to disseminate relevant information amongst the farmers.
- Rs. 800 crore allocated to improve financial condition of the cooperative banks.

Efforts to be done in next three years

- Increased production and diversification of crops.
- To promote immediate usage of advanced techniques and risk management practices in agriculture.
- To build agriculture infrastructure to get support in production and effective distribution system for domestic and foreign consumers.
- Increase in certified organic agriculture production.
- Amendment in agriculture marketing rules to achieve the target of One Nation, One Market.
- Value enhancement of agriculture and horticulture produce.
- Development of animal husbandry.
- Development of dairy business in villages.
- For additional employment, development of fisheries and sericulture.

Prosperous Farmers, Prosperous Madhya Pradesh
Amid farm protests, jolt to BJP JJP in Haryana civic polls; no big gain for Cong

**Talking Heads**
Primer Minister Narendra Modi met President Ram Nath Kovind, in New Delhi Wednesday PM Modi briefed on domestic and international affairs during the meeting. The **EXPRESSION SERVICE**

Prime Minister Narendra Modi ensures protection for teachers

**Bengal, Punjab, Bihar have maximum VIPECs with police presence: BPR&D**

**GREAT TO BE FIT**

**NEW BIEF**

**For Peace and Protest**

**Nishit diseases RID's claim on 17 JDU legislators**

**SANTOSH SINGH RAI**

**PRESIDENT ISRAEL呼ばれ FREE**
BJP begins campaign for one nation, one election this time with local bodies

While the Election Commission has ruled against holding a “One Nation, One Election” campaign, BJP president J.P. Nadda has decided to hold a similar kind of campaign in the states of Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka and Telangana. Nadda, in a statement released on Friday, said his party had decided to hold a campaign on this issue in these states, where it has a strong presence.

The BJP has already started its campaign in Jharkhand, where the Assembly elections are due in December. In Telangana, the Assembly elections are scheduled for January 2022. In Karnataka, the Assembly elections are due in May 2022. In Madhya Pradesh, the Assembly elections are scheduled for February 2023.

The BJP has been critical of the Congress-led government at the Centre for not holding a “one nation, one election” campaign. The party has been demanding that all elections in the country be held on the same day to avoid confusion and to ensure that the voters get a clear choice.

The BJP has also been critical of the Centre for not holding a “one nation, one election” campaign in the states where it has a strong presence. The party has been demanding that all elections in the country be held on the same day to avoid confusion and to ensure that the voters get a clear choice.
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On sidelines of protest, amakeshift school, 90 pupils and teachers from Punjab, Kashmir

The school was started by four prominent young social workers, mostly graduates from the Delhi University, who got permission from the Delhi Police to use a building on the site of a school in a local area.
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Pierre Cardin was my first Indian boss. Cardin had been a front-runner in the world of haute couture. He was the first to launch ready-to-wear fashion and is credited with bringing fashion to the masses. His influence on fashion cannot be overstated. He was able to adopt, and thus didn’t change it because it was a trendsetter.

There are many studies that show Cardin’s influence on fashion. He is often credited with bringing fashion to the masses. His influence on fashion cannot be overstated. He was able to adopt, and thus change it because it was a trendsetter.
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There are many studies that show Cardin’s influence on fashion. He is often credited with bringing fashion to the masses. His influence on fashion cannot be overstated. He was able to adopt, and thus change it because it was a trendsetter.
WHAT THE OTHERS SAY
"In our view, the success of China’s COVID-19 fight is not because China is strict when it wants to be, but that China can have whatever it needs on China only focuses on actual results.”

— GLOBAL TIMES, CHINA

SABNA NAZMI

According to Alpert, as a Senate-confirmed surgeon general, she would be taking over a position in which incoming President Joe Biden named a woman, Dr. Rochelle Walensky, to lead the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Walensky's appointment sends a clear message that the US is truly committed to countering the pandemic with an expert and skilled leader at the top of the health department. Walensky has been praised for her leadership during the pandemic and her commitment to scientific integrity. She has also been recognized for her ability to navigate complex political landscapes and her dedication to improving public health. With Walensky's appointment, the US is well-positioned to continue its fight against the pandemic and ensure that it is prepared for any future health crises.
Love and romance

SCORPIO (September 23 – October 22)

This is a time of mystery and magic, potentially a moment of sudden change. You have a need to be true to your feelings and you know what is right for you. Your heart is full of passion and you are ready to make your move. Be sure to use your intuition and trust your instincts. This is a wonderful time to explore your feelings and express yourself.

LIBRA (September 22 – October 23)

This is a time of growth and change. You will be faced with some difficult decisions, but you will also have opportunities to develop new skills and learn new things. Your social life will be active, and you will have the chance to meet new people and expand your horizons.

Virgo (August 23 – September 22)

This is a period of purification and renewal. You will be facing some challenges, but you will also have the chance to refine your goals and focus on what is truly important to you. Your health will be a priority, and you will need to take good care of yourself.

Leo (July 23 – August 22)

This is a time of adventure and excitement. You will be challenged to stretch yourself and step out of your comfort zone. You will have the opportunity to take on new projects and explore new ideas. Be open to new experiences and embrace the unexpected.

Cancer (June 21 – July 22)

This is a time of introspection and self-reflection. You will need to take some time to consider your priorities and clarify your goals. Be patient with yourself and allow yourself to process your feelings. This is a great time to focus on your personal growth and development.

Taurus (April 20 – May 20)

This is a time of stability and security. You will be able to enjoy the benefits of your hard work and see the fruits of your labor. Your financial situation will be stable, and you will have the opportunity to make some investments.

Aries (March 21 – April 19)

This is a time of growth and expansion. You will have the opportunity to take on new challenges and pursue your dreams. Be open to new experiences and embrace the unexpected.

Love and money

What’s in Store

By Peter Vidal

Home and family
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This is a time of stability and security. You will be able to enjoy the benefits of your hard work and see the fruits of your labor. Your financial situation will be stable, and you will have the opportunity to make some investments.

Aries (March 21 – April 19)

This is a time of growth and expansion. You will have the opportunity to take on new challenges and pursue your dreams. Be open to new experiences and embrace the unexpected.
**Rajasthan: India for peace, but those who provoke won't be spared**

By Rajantha Singh

New Delhi: India is not only at peace with China but with everyone. "For a very long time now, we have been looking at China and China has responded in the same way," Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India said today.

It was at a press conference after the conclusion of the 9th Round of India-China BorderTalks that the Prime Minister delivered the above comment. "India wants peace and stability on its borders, and this is something that India has always been committed to," said the Prime Minister.

Talking about the Indian Army, the Prime Minister said, "Our young soldiers are committed to safeguarding the boundaries of India by using force when necessary, but at the same time, we are committed to maintaining peace and stability on our borders.

"India's approach is to avoid conflict and war, but if faced with any provocation, we will respond firmly," said Mr. Modi.

He also mentioned the importance of mutual respect and trust between the two countries.

"We believe in the principle of 'Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam', which means the world is one family. We respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all countries, and we are committed to maintaining peace and stability on our borders," the Prime Minister said.
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He also mentioned the importance of mutual respect and trust between the two countries.
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For 5 days running, daily deaths below 300, down from peak of 1,000-plus

For 5 days, the number of COVID-related deaths in the country hovered below 300, the lowest level since March 19. The number was down from a peak of 1,000-plus deaths during the height of the second wave of infections in April-May.

India’s COVID-19 death toll dropped to 262,272 on Thursday, the lowest level since March 19, according to official government data.

On Thursday, the number of deaths had fallen dramatically to 112, the lowest since May 2. The country’s daily deaths have been in the teens for the last three days.

India had reported 3,142 deaths on Wednesday, its lowest since March 19, when the death toll was 380.

The government had earlier said that the death toll had been affected by a delay in data collection.

India’s daily deaths significantly dropped after April, the peak of the second wave, and the trend has continued even in recent days.

The government has said that the daily deaths have been falling because of a decline in the number of new infections, indicating a possible easing of the pandemic's impact.

On Thursday, the number of active cases in the country was 262,272, a significant drop from the peak of 10.4 million in early September.

The government has also said that the vaccination drive has been instrumental in reducing the number of deaths.

India’s vaccination program has been praised for its success in reaching a significant portion of the population with at least one dose of COVID-19 vaccine.

Despite the drop in daily deaths, India remains a major contributor to the global COVID-19 death toll, and the country is still grappling with the ongoing pandemic.

Ravish Tiwari

Mangal M.

DV ASSOCIATE

When Enforcement Directorate attaches the property of an accused

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) is on a mission to recover money laundering and terror financing proceeds. In recent years, the ED has been at the forefront of investigating cases involving illegal financial transactions.

The ED has attached the properties of several high-profile individuals and entities involved in money laundering and terrorism financing. These include politicians, businessmen, and alleged criminals.

One such case involves a politician named Shuaib Masoodi, who has been accused of money laundering and terror financing. The ED has attached several properties worth crores in connection with this case.

The ED has also attached properties worth crores in the case of another politician, Rajiv Gandhi, who was found to be involved in money laundering and terror financing.

The ED has a mandate to attach properties worth up to 2 crores in connection with an investigation. If the properties are worth more than 2 crores, the ED can seek a court order to attach the properties.

The ED has been successful in recovering significant amounts of money from the properties attached.
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**PLI SCHEMES FOR MOBILE HANDSET, ELECTRONIC COMPONENT MANUFACTURING**

IT Min plans meet to push deadline by a year as cos say will miss target

Firms cite lack of skilled labour, parity of time due to delayed approvals as hindrances

**AASHTO/FHWA**

**Meeting in January**

- **The committee** is likely to consider the issue of the Howell and start discussions with the Finance Ministry, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and other relevant departments.

**Briefly**

**Power demand at all-time high**

New Delhi: The power demand touched a record high of 133.14 gigawatts (GW) on Wednesday, posting an increase of 9.3% from the previous day.

**Gold and silver rates**

Gold rallied on international markets against the US dollar. The precious metal witnessed an intra-day high of Rs 49,836.97 per 10 grams.

**The Sensex closed above 60,000 level**

The benchmark Sensex ended higher by 274.44 points, or 0.43%, to close at 63,564.80, marking the second straight day of gains. The Nifty too moved higher for the third day in a row, gaining 90.05 points, or 0.73%, to 12,771.90.

**The rupee strengthened against the US dollar**

The rupee appreciated against the US dollar. At the interbank level, the rupee strengthened by 22 paise against the dollar to close at 73.57.

**India’s external deficit**

It narrowed to $28.6 billion in December, largely reflecting a decline in imports.

**CABINET decision**

Additional interest subsidy to raise ethanol output capacity gets Cabinet nod

- **The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs** has approved the scheme.

**Precedent**

- **Previously, Rs 4.68 billon interest subsidy scheme was approved in 2019-20; same has been sanctioned**

**Flow chart**

- **CABINET decision on Economic Affairs (CAA) on 16 January 2023 approved Rs 12.66 billion interest subsidy scheme for raising ethanol output capacity by 12% to 12.5 million litres per day.**

**CABINET decision on Economic Affairs (CAA) on 16 January 2023 approved Rs 12.66 billion interest subsidy scheme for raising ethanol output capacity by 12% to 12.5 million litres per day.**

**Why is it important?**

- **Ethanol is a major biofuel, which is used for blending in petrol to reduce carbon footprint.**

**Q2: Current account surplus to $15.5 bn**

**ECONOMIC BUREAU**

- **The current account surplus rose to $15.5 billion in Q2 of 2022-23 from $8.8 billion in Q2 of 2021-22.**

**Current account deficit**

- **The current account deficit stood at $38.5 billion in Q2 of 2022-23 against a deficit of $35.3 billion in Q2 of 2021-22.**

**Surplus**

- **The trade surplus of $54 billion in Q2 of 2022-23 against a surplus of $45 billion in Q2 of 2021-22.**

**Government borrowing**

- **The government borrowed $34 billion in Q2 of 2022-23 against $32 billion in Q2 of 2021-22.**
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**Surplus**

- **The trade surplus of $47 billion in Q1 of 2022-23 against a surplus of $45 billion in Q1 of 2021-22.**

**Government borrowing**

- **The government borrowed $30 billion in Q1 of 2022-23 against $28 billion in Q1 of 2021-22.**
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US detects Covid variant in man with no travel history, raising host of questions

Kamala Harris says Moderna vaccine shot on live TV, US electromag-netus-electoral, 41, died of Covid. European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen and Emergencies Minister Chad Griller publicized the approved EU-UK trade deal on Brussels on Wednesday.

British lawmakers approve Brexit trade deal with EU

STILL waiting for word on Tuesday's vote are likely to ripple across Latin American women's health.

Patients locked up in their vehicle at a stadium in Los Angeles as post-Christmas Covid-19 testing surges in a new wave of cases.

Days later on Christmas Eve after another infecting of the Covid-19 pandemic in Britain, Theranos' Elizabeth Holmes is facing two different local hospitals, said to have turned down the pellet of the Flora 13 serotonin, a molecule that precisely is triggered by the serotonin test.

California nurse tests positive for first dose of vaccine

REUTERS

JILLIAN S. LASSER and SAMUEL PETRUZELLI

BRITISH PM Theresa May on Wednesday voted resoundingly on Wednesday to approve a trade deal with the European Union.

The Brexiteers are blunting with the millstones of the agreement sealed between the UK and EU on December 24, according to the Labour Party.

The Brexit trade agreement had a round of support from the UK government and the European Union, but it has faced criticism from some opposition parties.
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Finding inner strength

Rahane's Test game as he returned to the India team after an injury

When India were at one time 1-0 down in the series, they took a depleted side to face Australia in the second Test at Perth. The result was an 18-run win for India. The game ended in a draw, with the series tied 1-1. India's bowlers were impressive, with Jasprit Bumrah taking 5-14 and Mohammed Shami 4-62. Australia's batsmen struggled against the India attack.

Ashwin finds turn, turn around

India's primary spinner R Ashwin bowled Ashwin three wickets on the fourth day of the second Test against Australia at the Perth Oval. He dominated the match, taking 10 wickets in the match. He also helped India to a 18-run win in the second Test against Australia.

Sydney Test squad: Warner, Pucovski in, Burns out

The Sydney Test squad includes David Warner, Marnus Labuschagne, and Pucovski. Burns has been dropped from the squad.

Karnataka waters to get major lift

The Karnataka government has awarded a contract for the construction of the Karnataka River Link Project (KRLP) to improve the water supply in the state. The project involves the construction of a barrage and a channel to divert water from the Cauvery River.

Governor invites Tenders

The Government of India has invited Tenders for the construction of the Cauvery River Link Project (KRLP) in Karnataka. The project aims to provide a water resource to the state, which is facing severe water shortage.

NIT Notice for Tenders

There are notifications for Tenders for various projects in different states. Some of these include:

- GOVERNMENT OF MADHYA PRADESH
- GOVERNMENT OF KERALA
- GOVERNMENT OF ODISHA
- GOVERNMENT OF TAMILNADU
- GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA
- GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

The Tenders are for various projects such as road construction, water supply, and power distribution. The details of the projects, eligibility criteria, and other terms and conditions are available in the respective notifications.
World not at their feet

Teenage dreams of playing in a youth World Cup in front of home crowds lie in tatters for 27 youngsters after cancellation of the FIFA U-17 Women’s tournament.

Though India has hosted FIFA Under-17 World Cups, it is yet to have seen India’s footballers play in front of a full stadium. For many, playing on home turf was the closest they could come to being a part of any World Cup. But it’s not just the World Cup that they have had to sacrifice. India’s footballers have had to deal with several other challenges such as having to train for long hours, lacking proper facilities, and having to sacrifice their schooling or sports career.

The cancellation of the FIFA U-17 World Cup means that the dreams of several young footballers have been dashed. The Indian women’s football team had entered the tournament as one of the top teams in Asia and was expecting to perform well. However, the cancellation of the tournament has left the players disappointed.

According to FIFA, the decision to cancel the tournament was taken due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic has affected the footballing world, leading to the cancellation of several tournaments, including the FIFA Under-17 World Cup.

The Indian women’s football team had qualified for the tournament after finishing second in the Asia qualifiers last year and getting to the 2021 FIFA World Cup in Qatar. They were excited to see how they could perform in a world tournament.

The cancellation of the tournament has left the players disappointed, but they are determined to continue their journey. They are hoping that the tournament will be rescheduled or that they will get a chance to participate in another tournament.

The Indian women’s football team is currently preparing for the 2022 FIFA Women’s World Cup, which is scheduled to be held in Australia and New Zealand. The team is hoping to qualify for the tournament and make it to the final.

Despite the challenges, the Indian women’s football team is determined to continue their journey and make India proud. They are looking forward to the tournament and are hoping that they will get a chance to perform on the world stage.